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ABSTRACT

We use a sample of 115 galaxy clusters at 0:1 < z < 1:3 observed with ChandraACIS-I to investigate the relation
between luminosity and YX (the product of gas mass and temperature). The scatter in the relation is dominated by
cluster cores, and a tight LX-YX relation (11% intrinsic scatter in LX) is recovered if sufficiently large core regions
(0:15R500) are excluded. The intrinsic scatter is well described by a lognormal distribution, and the relations are con-
sistent for relaxed and disturbed/merging clusters. We investigate the LX-YX relation in low-quality data (e.g., for
clusters detected in X-ray survey data) by estimating LX from soft-band count rates, and find that the scatter increases
somewhat to 21%.We confirm the tight correlation between YX andmass and the self-similar evolution of that scaling
relation out to z ¼ 0:6 for a subset of clusters in our sample with mass estimates from the literature. This is used to es-
timate masses for the entire sample and hencemeasure the LX-M relation.We find that the scatter in the LX-M relation
is much lower than previous estimates, due to the full removal of cluster cores and more robust mass estimates. For
high-redshift clusters the scatter in the LX-M relation remains low if cluster cores are not excluded. These results
suggest that cluster masses can be reliably estimated from simple luminosity measurements in low-quality data where
direct mass estimates, or measurements of YX, are not possible. This has important applications in the estimation of
cosmological parameters from X-ray cluster surveys.

Subject headinggs: cosmology: observations — galaxies: clusters: general — galaxies: high-redshift —
intergalactic medium — X-rays: galaxies

Online material: color figures

1. INTRODUCTION

The number density of clusters of galaxies and the details of
their growth from the highest density perturbations in the early
universe are sensitive to the underlying cosmology. The high
X-ray luminosities of clusters makes it relatively easy to detect
and study clusters to high redshifts with X-ray telescopes. For
this reason, X-ray cluster studies have been effectively used to
impose tight constraints on various cosmological parameters
(e.g., Henry 2000; Vikhlinin et al. 2003; Allen et al. 2004). Many
cluster catalogs have been assembled based on clusters detected
by Einstein (e.g., Gioia et al. 1990) and ROSAT (e.g., Scarf et al.
1997; Ebeling et al. 1998; Vikhlinin et al. 1998; Böhringer et al.
2001), with further surveys planned and underway with Chandra
and XMM-Newton (e.g., Romer et al. 2001). These provide large
statistically complete samples of clusters that are ideal for cos-
mological studies.

However, the challenge in using clusters as cosmological probes
lies in obtaining reliable mass estimates for the large numbers of
clusters required for statistical studies. The most reliable X-ray
mass estimates for individual clusters are obtained by solving the
equation of hydrostatic equilibrium, which requires measurements
of the density and temperature gradients of the X-ray emitting
gas. This is possible for nearby, bright clusters, but the majority
of clusters detected in surveys are too faint for such detailed ob-
servations. In these cases, cluster masses must be estimated from
simple properties such as X-ray luminosity (LX) or a single global
temperature (kT ). Furthermore, statistical samples include many
disturbed clusters for which the assumption of hydrostatic equi-
librium is undermined, causing additional difficulties in deriving
their masses.

Self-similarmodels, inwhich the only significant energy source
in clusters is their gravitational collapse, predict simple scaling
relations between basic cluster properties and the total mass. Ob-
servational studies have found that such scaling relations exist,
but that their form is not identical to the self-similar predictions.
For example, the slope of the X-ray luminosityYtemperature
(LX-kT ) relation is steeper than self-similar predictions (e.g.,
Markevitch 1998; Arnaud & Evrard 1999), and the entropy in
cluster cores is higher than predicted (e.g., Ponman et al. 1999,
2003). This indicates the importance of nongravitational effects
(such as cooling, mergers, and jets from active galactic nuclei
[AGNs]) on the energy budget of clusters. While the form of the
scaling relations differs from self-similarity, it is generally found
that the evolution of the scaling relations follows the self-similar
predictions (e.g., Vikhlinin et al. 2002; Maughan et al. 2006).
This suggests that the evolution is dominated by the changing
density of the universe.
In addition to the shape and evolution of the scaling relations,

a key consideration is their scatter. Not only are low-scatter scal-
ing relations desirable for obtainingmore precisemass estimates,
but the scatter must be understood in order to account for the
effects of bias in samples that are defined based on an observable
property (e.g., LX ) that has some finite intrinsic (i.e., not due to
measurement errors) scatter with mass. The scatter in the scaling
relations has been found to be dominated by the cluster cores
(e.g., O’Hara et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2007). The high gas density
in many cluster cores leads to rapid radiative cooling of the gas,
which condenses and is replaced by gas cooling and flowing in
from larger radii (Fabian 1994). This runaway cooling is thought
to be balanced by energy input from AGNs or supernovae, but
leads to bright central peaks in gas density profiles and low-core
temperatures. Such cool-core clusters will then deviate from self-
similar scaling relations involving LX and/or kT, although these1 Chandra fellow.
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effects can be reduced by correcting for the cool-core emission by
excluding core regions from the measurements (e.g., Markevitch
1998) or including an additional parameter to model the effect
(O’Hara et al. 2006; Chen et al. 2007). A second important source
of scatter is cluster mergers, which can cause transient increases in
LX and kT (Randall et al. 2002). This can cause clusters to scatter
along the LX-kT relation, but away from the mass-temperature
(M -kT ) relation (Rowley et al. 2004; Kravtsov et al. 2006). A
further consideration is that the effects of cool cores and merg-
ers have different redshift dependences. At zk 0:5 the frequency
of cool cores is lower, and of merging clusters is higher, than in
the local universe (Jeltema et al. 2005; Vikhlinin et al. 2006a;
Maughan et al. 2007).

The X-ray emissivity of cluster gas is proportional to the square
of its density, so the processes discussed above can have strong
effects on the luminosity. Indeed, the luminosity-mass (LX-M )
relation, while not commonly studied, has been found to have
a large intrinsic scatter (Reiprich & Böhringer 2002, hereafter
RB02). TheM -kT relation meanwhile has been studied in detail,
and the scatter is found to be considerably smaller (e.g., Finoguenov
et al. 2001; Sanderson et al. 2003; Arnaud et al. 2005; Vikhlinin
et al. 2006b). Finally, a cluster’s gas mass (Mgas) is believed to be
simply related to its total mass by a universal baryon fraction
(e.g., Allen et al. 2004). BothMgas and kT are popularly used in
cosmological studies as proxies for the total mass (e.g., Vikhlinin
et al. 2003; Henry 2004). Recently Kravtsov et al. (2006, here-
after KVN06) used simulations and observations to show that
the parameter YX (the product of the X-ray temperature and gas
mass) is a superior mass proxy to either quantity alone, exhib-
iting a low-scatter scaling relation with mass and being insensi-
tive to cluster mergers. This result has been verified independently
by the simulations of Poole et al. (2007).

While YX is an excellent mass proxy, the LX-M relation re-
mains of fundamental importance both for estimating masses
when data quality only permit luminosity measurements, and for
characterizing the biases in cosmological studies based on X-ray
flux-limited samples. In this paper we use a large sample of
clusters observed with Chandra to study the LX-YX relation for
the first time, and by using YX as a mass proxy, we investigate the
LX-M relation.A�CDMcosmology of H0 ¼ 70 km s�1 Mpc�1 �
100h km s�1 Mpc�1, and �M ¼ 0:3 (�� ¼ 0:7) is adopted
throughout. All errors are quoted at the 68% level.

2. SAMPLE AND DATA ANALYSIS

The sample consists of all galaxy clusters observed with
ACIS-I in the Chandra public archive as of 2006 November
with published redshifts greater than 0.1, 115 clusters at 0:103 <
z < 1:26 (34 at z > 0:5). The construction and analysis of the
sample is discussed in detail in Maughan et al. (2007), but we
repeat some pertinent points here. Gas masses were obtained by
projecting the three-dimensional emissivity profile of Vikhlinin
et al. (2006b, hereafter V06) along the line of sight, and fitting
this to the projected emissivity profile computed from the surface
brightness distribution of each cluster. Temperatures were mea-
sured by fitting an absorbed, single temperature APEC (Smith
et al. 2001) model to the spectrum extracted from the aperture
(0:15 < r < 1)R500. Luminosities were either measured from a
spectral fit in the aperture of interest, or for the purposes of com-
puting values comparable to those measured in survey data, from
the count rate within that aperture (see x 3.3). The lower redshift
cutoff of the sample ensures that R500 falls within the ACIS-I
field of view for all clusters, avoiding any extrapolation in the LX
measurements.

Following the method outlined by KVN06, the radius R500

was determined iteratively, measuring the temperature in the ap-
erture (0:15 < r < 1)R500 and the gas mass within R500, comput-
ing a new YX, and hence estimating a new value of R500. In order
to estimate R500 from YX we used the YX-M500 relation measured
for the Vikhlinin et al. (2006b) sample of clusters

M500 ¼
h

0:72

� �(5BYM )=2�1

CYME(z)
aYM

;
YX

6 ; 1014 M� keV

� �BYM

; ð1Þ

with BYM ¼ 0:564, CYM ¼ 7:047 ; 1014 M�, and aYM ¼ �2/5
(A. Vikhlinin 2007, private communication). The evolution of the
relation depends on E(z) ¼ ½�M (1þ z) 3 þ (1� �M � ��)(1þ
z) 2 þ ���1=2. This observed YX-M500 relation has a normaliza-
tion �15% lower than that found in the simulations of KVN06,
possibly due to the effect of turbulent pressure support, which is
neglected in themass derivations for the observed clusters (KVN06).
Adopting the normalization from the simulations would have the
effect of increasing LX by a small amount, asR500 would increase
by 151/3%. The normalization of the LX-M relations derived in
x 5 also would increase by 15%.

For four of the faintest clusters (RX J0910+5422, CL J1216+
2633, CL J1334+5031, and RX J1350.0+6007), temperatures
could not be constrained when the central 0:15R500 was excluded.
For those clusters, all of the cluster emission (r < R500) was used
for the temperaturemeasurements inmeasuringR500 and YX. Core
regions were excluded for the luminosity measurements as re-
quired. The measured properties of all of the clusters are given in
Maughan et al. (2007).

3. THE LX-YX RELATION

The self-similar LX-YX relation can be obtained by a simple
combination of the Mgas-LX and LX-kT relations to give

LX ¼ CLYE(z)
aLY

YX

4 ; 1014 M� keV

� �BLY

; ð2Þ

with aLY ¼ 9/5 and BLY ¼ 4/5. This relation was fit to the ob-
served YX and LX values for the sample, with BLY andCLY as free
parameters and the luminosities divided by E(z)9

=5. The best-
fitting relation wasmeasuredwith an orthogonal, weighted ‘‘BCES’’
regression (as described by Akritas & Bershady 1996) on the
data in log space. The intrinsic scatter was then measured in the
following way. Consider a set of data (xi,yi) with measurement
uncertainties [�(x)i , �( y)i] fit by a straight line model of slope m
and intercept c. The intrinsic scatter of the data in the y-direction
(�y), is defined as the value of �y that gives a reduced �

2 statistic
of unity. The value of �2 is given by

�2 ¼
X
i

( yi � c� mxi)
2

�2( y)i þ m 2�2(x)i þ �2
y

: ð3Þ

With this method, the intrinsic scatter in luminosity, �L, was
measured for each relation. As the data were fit in log space, �L

was multiplied by the natural log of 10 to give the scatter as a
fraction of LX. This method was also used to measure the intrin-
sic scatter in the x variable (YX, kT, orM500). The uncertainty on
the measured sample was estimated from bootstrap resamples of
the data.

The LX-YX relations obtained with luminosities measured in
different apertures are summarized in Table 1. The apertures used
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correspond to three levels of cooling core correction, but note that
the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture was used to measure the temper-
ature for YX in all cases. The full r < R500 aperture includes all
emission from cool cores, and the 70 kpc < r < R500 aperture is
commonly used to exclude the strongest parts of cooling cores,
with the resulting luminosity scaled by 1.06 to account for the
excluded noncool-core emission (e.g., Markevitch 1998). Finally,
the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture was chosen to conservatively ex-
cluded all cooling core emission. Bolometric luminosities were
used for these relations.

As Table 1 demonstrates, the scatter in the LX-YX relation is
significantly reduced by excluding cool cores, and the (0:15 <
r < 1)R500 aperture is the most effective at reducing scatter. The
relation derived using this aperture is plotted in Figure 1.

3.1. The Effect of Cooling Cores and Substructure

In order to test for any residual effects of cooling core emission
on the LX-YX relation, the sample was split into cool-core (CC)
and noncool-core (NCC) subsamples. Clusters were classed as
CC if the temperature measured within r < 0:15R500 was cooler

than that measured within (0:15 < r < 0:3)R500 at a significance
of >2 �. While this method is dependent on the quality of the
data used and so is not a robust classification scheme, it allows us
to separate out the strongest cool-core clusters to look for depar-
tures from the population. The relation was fit to the two subsets
separately, and the relations are plotted in Figure 2. There is no
evidence for any offset between the CC and NCC populations,
although the slope of the CC relation is �3 � shallower than the
NCC relation. The intrinsic scatter of the 18 CC clusters was
�L ¼ 0:04� 0:02, significantly lower than that of the NCC clus-
ters (�L ¼ 0:13� 0:02). This is likely a reflection of the fact that
CC clusters are generally more relaxed than the rest of the pop-
ulation. When core emission was not excluded, the CC clusters
were significantly offset to higher LX, as expected.
The sample contains clusters in a wide variety of dynamical

states from relaxed, cool-core clusters to early and late stage
mergers with a range of mass ratios (Maughan et al. 2007).
To further investigate the effect of cluster morphology on the
LX-YX relation, the clusters were split into relaxed and unrelaxed

TABLE 1

Summary of the Best-Fitting Scaling Relations between Luminosity and YX, kT, and M500 (the X Variables Listed in Column 1)

X

(1)

LX Type

(2)

LX Aperture

(3)

Redshift

(4)

C

(1044 erg s�1)

(5)

B

(6)

�L
(7)

�X

(8)

YX ............................... spectral, bolometric r < R500 0:1 < z < 1:3 10:0� 0:4 1:10� 0:04 0:36� 0:03 0:33� 0:03

spectral, bolometric 70 kpc < r < R500 0:1 < z < 1:3 8:7� 0:2 1:06� 0:03 0:21� 0:02 0:20� 0:01
spectral, bolometric (0:15 < r < 1)R500 0:1 < z < 1:3 5:8� 0:1 0:94� 0:03 0:11� 0:02 0:12� 0:02

spectral, bolometric (0:15 < r < 1)E(z)�2=3 Mpc 0:1 < z < 1:3 7:0� 0:1 1:00� 0:02 0:13� 0:02 0:14� 0:02

spectral, (0:5Y2) keV (0:15 < r < 1)E(z)�2=3 Mpc 0:1 < z < 1:3 1:85� 0:04 0:84� 0:03 0:20� 0:01 0:24� 0:03
count rate, (0:5Y2) keV (0:15 < r < 1)E(z)�2=3 Mpc 0:1 < z < 1:3 1:91� 0:04 0:82� 0:03 0:19� 0:01 0:23� 0:02

kT................................ spectral, bolometric (0:15 < r < 1)R500 0:1 < z < 1:3 6:6� 0:3 2:8� 0:2 0:34� 0:04 0:12� 0:02

M500 ............................ spectral, bolometric r < R500 0:1 < z < 1:3 5:6� 0:3 1:96� 0:10 0:39� 0:04 0:21� 0:01

spectral, bolometric (0:15 < r < 1)R500 0:1 < z < 1:3 3:5� 0:1 1:63� 0:08 0:17� 0:02 0:08� 0:02
count rate, (0:5Y2) keV (0:15 < r < 1)E(z)�2=3 Mpc 0:1 < z < 1:3 1:20� 0:05 1:45� 0:07 0:21� 0:02 0:16� 0:02

count rate, (0:5Y2) keV r < 1E(z)�2=3 Mpc 0:1 < z < 0:5 1:7� 0:1 1:7� 0:1 0:46� 0:05 0:28� 0:02

count rate, (0:5Y2) keV r < 1E(z)�2=3 Mpc 0:5 < z < 1:3 1:6� 0:1 1:5� 0:1 0:19� 0:05 0:16� 0:04

Notes.—Luminosities were measured in different apertures, either from spectral fits or from count rates as discussed in the text and listed in cols. (2) and (3). The
energy bands used for the soft-band luminosities are given in the clusters’ rest frames. Relations of the form LX ¼ CE(z)�(X /X�)

B were fit to the data with X� ¼
(6keV; 4 ; 1014M� keV; 4 ; 1014M�) and � ¼ (9/5; 1; 7/3) (self-similar evolution) for YX, kT, andM500, respectively. Col. (4) gives the redshift range of the clusters
included in the fit. Cols. (5) and (6) give the normalisation and slope of the LX-X relation in question, and cols. (7) and (8) give the intrinsic fractional scatter in LX and X.
Masses were estimated from YX, and the parameters of the best-fitting LX-M relations include uncertainties and scatter in the YX-M500 relation.

Fig. 1.—LX-YX relation for bolometric luminosities measured in the (0:15 <
r < 1)R500 aperture. Luminosities are scaled by the predicted self-similar evolu-
tion. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 2.—LX-YX relations for cool core (CC) and noncool core (NCC) clus-
ters. Luminosities are bolometric, measured in the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture,
and scaled by the predicted self-similar evolution. [See the electronic edition of
the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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subsamples based on their measured centroid shift (hwi) param-
eters (see Maughan et al. 2007 for details). The parameter hwi
was calibrated by visual inspection of cluster images, and the
28 clusters with hwi < 0:005R500 were classed as relaxed, with
the remaining 87 classed as unrelaxed. The LX-YX relation was
fit to these subsets separately, and the data are plotted in Figure 3.
The normalizationswere consistent for both subsets, and the slope
was slightly shallower (�1 �) for the relaxed clusters, a similar
trend to the CC and NCC clusters. The scatter was slightly, but
not significantly, lower for the relaxed clusters. We note that the
CC clusters generally have the lowest hwi, and represent the most
relaxed subset of the sample.

3.2. Evolution

For the previous fits, we assumed that the LX-YX relation
evolves self-similarly with aLY ¼ 9/5. We have tested the valid-
ity of this assumption by using the data to determine the best-
fitting value of aLY . For different values of aLY , luminosities were
divided by E(z)aLY , the best-fitting relation was found via BCES
regression, and the �2 was computed using equation (3) (with
�L ¼ 0). The best-fitting aLY was the value that minimized �2,
and the 1 � confidence intervals were given by the values that
gave ��2 ¼ 1 from the minimum.

The best-fitting evolution was aLY ¼ 2:2� 0:1, significantly
(4 �) higher than the self-similar value. To illustrate the evolu-
tion, a local LX-YX relation was defined by fitting the 20 clusters
at 0:1 < z < 0:2. Self-similar evolution was assumed for mea-
suring this local relation, although the effect at these low red-
shifts is small. The ratio of a cluster’s measured luminosity to
that predicted by this local relation for the cluster’s YX is then
equal to E(z)aLY . Figure 4 shows the value of this ratio for each
cluster along with the loci of the self-similar and best-fitting
evolution.

While the data prefer a stronger evolution than the self-similar
prediction, both evolution models give an unacceptable fit
(�2 /� � 4). This is a result of the significant intrinsic scatter in
the data; both evolution models require �L ¼ 0:11 to give a re-
duced �2 of unity. Without a priori knowledge of the details of
this scatter that would allow us to distinguish between evolution
models, we find no compelling reason to abandon the theoreti-
cally motivated self-similar evolution, and continue to adopt it
throughout this work.

3.3. Survey-Quality Data

The tight correlation between LX and YX and that between YX
andmass (KVN06) suggest that LX can provide an effective mass
proxy.However, data that are of sufficient quality (�1000net counts)
to allow a spectrum to be fit and a luminosity measured in that
way will generally allow YX to be measured directly (as is the
case for our sample). The prospect of estimating masses reliably
from luminosities has much greater potential for clusters de-
tected in serendipitous cluster surveys, where only count rates
are available. We now investigate how well the LX-YX relation
holds up for such relatively low-quality data.

Up to this point, YX has weakly influenced our LX measure-
ments, as R500 (and hence the luminosity aperture) was estimated
from YX. This dependence was removed by switching to an ap-
erture of (0:15 < r < 1)E(z)�2=3 Mpc, chosen to approximate
(0:15 < r < 1)R500. Encouragingly, the scatter in the LX-YX rela-
tion was insensitive to this change, with �L ¼ 0:13� 0:02. Next,
the energy band of the luminosities measured from the spectral
fits was changed from the bolometric band to the (0.5Y2) keV
band in each cluster’s rest frame. This change was motivated by
the fact that the soft-band LX is less sensitive to the cluster tem-
perature than the bolometric band, so can be more reliably esti-
mated from a soft-band count rate (typical of survey data) without
a measured temperature. The soft-band LX-YX relation showed
slightly increased scatter (�L ¼ 0:21� 0:02), likely due to the
fact that the increased temperature dependence of the bolometric
LX suppresses the scatter somewhat, since YX is proportional to
temperature.

Finally, for each cluster we measured the net count rate in
the observed frame (0.5Y2) keV band, and converted it to a rest
frame (0.5Y2) keV luminosity. For the conversion we assumed
an absorbed APEC spectral model with the absorption fixed at
the galactic value for each cluster, the redshift fixed at that of the
cluster, and metal abundance fixed at 0.3 Z�. The temperature of
the spectral model was set at an initial guess, and LX was calcu-
lated. A luminosity-temperature relation was then used to esti-
mate kT from LX, and the process was iterated until LX stabilized.
The Markevitch (1998) LX-kT relation was used, with self-
similar evolution, but the conversion is insensitive to the choice
of LX-kT relation. The reliability of this conversion was verified
by comparing our estimated luminosities with those measured
from the spectral fits, and an excellent agreement was found

Fig. 3.—LX-YX relations for relaxed and unrelaxed clusters. Luminosities
are bolometric, measured in the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture, and scaled by the
predicted self-similar evolution. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a
color version of this figure.]

Fig. 4.—Ratio of the observed LX to that predicted by the local LX-YX rela-
tion is plotted against redshift. The curves show the predicted self-similar (solid )
and best-fitting (dashed ) evolution. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a
color version of this figure.]
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(illustrated in Fig. 5). The LX-YX relation was then measured
using these estimated soft-band luminosities, and the scatter did
not change significantly �L ¼ 0:19� 0:01.

4. THE YX-M500 RELATION

The ultimate goal of this study is to investigate the LX-M500

relation using YX as a mass proxy. The use of YX as a low-scatter
mass proxy has strong support from simulations (KVN06; Poole
et al. 2007), but there have not yet beenmany observational stud-
ies of this parameter. The YX-M500 relation measured for the V06
clusters exhibits the same low scatter found in the simulated re-
lation (KVN06), but the predicted self-similar evolution of the
relation has not yet been tested observationally. It is therefore
desirable to investigate the scatter and evolution of the YX-M500

relation using clusters from our sample. This requires indepen-
dent mass estimates for the clusters. These can be estimated from

temperature and gas density profiles measured fromX-ray obser-
vations, assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. However, data of suf-
ficient quality are unavailable for the majority of our sample, and
a full mass analysis of the remainder is beyond the scope of the
current work. Instead, we searched the literature for mass estimates
for clusters in our sample. We found 12 clusters in our sample
with values of M500 estimated from full X-ray hydrostatic mass
analyses (i.e., using temperature and density profiles rather than
an isothermal approximation). Masses for three clusters were
taken from the overlap between our sample and the V06 sample,
one was obtained from the XMM-Newton sample of Arnaud et al.
(2005), and the remainder came from the XMM-Newton and
Chandra samples presented by Kotov & Vikhlinin (2005, 2006),
respectively. The properties of the clusters are summarized in
Table 2.
The YX-M500 relation for these 12 clusters is shown in Fig-

ure 6. It was constructed using our measured YX values, with the
masses taken from the literature and scaled by the predicted self-
similar evolution [E(z)2

=5]. These data were compared with the
best-fit relation to the V06 clusters (eq. [1]), with which three
clusters are in common. TheV06 relation is a good description of
the data; the reduced �2 is <1, so there is no measurable intrin-
sic scatter. While the intrinsic scatter cannot be well constrained
with this small sample, the tight correlation in Figure 6 adds fur-
ther support to the use of YX as a low-scatter mass proxy, and pro-
vides the first observational support for the self-similar evolution
of the YX-M500 relation to z ¼ 0:6.

5. ESTIMATING MASSES FROM LUMINOSITIES

As a final exercise, we use the YX-M500 relation to estimate
masses for the clusters in the sample and then investigate the
LX-M500 relation using luminosities measured in different ways.
In order to include the effects of both the intrinsic scatter and the
uncertainties on the YX-M500 relation on our derived LX-M500

relation, we used a Monte Carlo approach as follows. A random
realization of the YX-M500 relation (eq. [1]) was created by draw-
ing values of the slope and normalization from the Gaussian dis-
tributions defined by BYM ¼ 0:564� 0:009 andCYM ¼ (7:047�
0:097) ; 1014 M�. These are the best-fitting values from the V06
data, but with the errors taken from the fractional errors on the
KVN06 simulated relation. For each cluster, a mass was com-
puted using this relation (assuming self-similar evolution), and
that mass was then randomized under a Gaussian in natural log

Fig. 5.—Rest-frame (0.5Y2.0) keV luminosity measured from a full spectral
fit plotted against the luminosity estimated from the count rate in the same
energy band. The (0:15 < r < 1)E(z)�2=3 Mpc aperture was used for both mea-
surements, and the dashed line indicates a one-to-one correspondence. [See the
electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

TABLE 2

Properties of the Subset of Clusters with Masses Based on High-Quality Data Available in the Literature

Cluster z

LX
(1044 erg s�1)

YX
(1014 M� keV)

M500

(1014 M�) Reference

A1413............................................ 0.143 7:6� 0:1 5:6� 0:2 7:8� 0:8 1

A907.............................................. 0.153 4:7� 0:1 3:0� 0:1 4:7� 0:4 1

A383.............................................. 0.187 3:6� 0:1 1:7� 0:1 3:1� 0:3 1

A2204............................................ 0.152 12:7� 0:3 8:9� 0:7 8:4� 0:8 2

MS 0302.7+1658 .......................... 0.424 3:0� 1:2 9:2� 1:5 2:2� 0:6 3

MS 0015.9+1609 .......................... 0.541 33:9� 0:6 13:4� 1:0 8:8� 1:1 3

CL J1120+4318 ............................ 0.600 8:3� 0:7 2:5� 0:6 4:6� 1:1 3

MACS J0159.8�0849 .................. 0.405 17:7� 0:3 11:2� 1:1 9:9� 3:1 4

MACS J0329.6�0211 .................. 0.450 11:3� 0:6 3:3� 0:4 3:6� 1:0 4

RX J1347.5�1145 ........................ 0.451 41:4� 0:8 2:4� 0:2 13:8� 2:8 4

MACS J1621.3+3810 ................... 0.463 8:5� 0:5 3:8� 0:4 4:4� 1:0 4

MACS J1423.8+2404 ................... 0.543 11:3� 0:73 4:1� 0:7 4:6� 1:0 4

Notes.—Masses were estimated using X-ray hydrostatic mass analyses within R500. The luminosities and YX values presented
were measured from our analyses, with LX measured in the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture. References for the mass estimates listed
in the last: (1) Vikhlinin et al. 2006b; (2) Arnaud et al. 2005; (3) Kotov & Vikhlinin 2005; (4) Kotov & Vikhlinin 2006.
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space centered at the true value with � ¼ 0:071. This corresponds
to the 7.1% intrinsic scatter inmass in the YX-M500 relation found
by KVN06.

The LX-M500 relation was then fit using these randomized
masses and ourmeasured luminosities. The process was repeated
1000 times and the distributions of measured slope (BLM ), nor-
malization (CLM ), and scatter in LX-M500 were then used to de-
termine the values and uncertainties of those parameters. The
uncertainties and scatter in the YX-M500 relation did not contrib-
ute strongly to those on the derived LX-M500 relations. In all cases
the �34 percentiles about the mean of the BLM and CLM distri-
butions derived from theMonte Carlo randomizations enclosed a
smaller range than the statistical uncertainties from the regres-
sion fit to the unperturbed LX-M500 relation. The Monte Carlo
uncertainties were added in quadrature to the regression uncer-
tainties to give the final uncertainties for these parameters. We
used the median and �34 percentiles of the distribution of �L

from the Monte Carlo runs as our estimate of the scatter in the
LX-M500 relation. This too was not strongly affected by the scat-
ter in YX-M500; the median �L wasP0.03 higher than that mea-
sured for the unperturbed LX-M500 data in all cases. Themeasured
LX-M500 relations are summarized in Table 1 and the relation ob-
tained for bolometric LX measured from spectral fits in the (0:15 <
r < 1)R500 aperture is plotted in Figure 7. As expected, the scat-
ter follows the same trend as in the LX-YX relation, reducing from
0:39� 0:04 to 0:17� 0:02 when the core regions were fully
excluded, with a slightly larger scatter of �L ¼ 0:21� 0:02 for
survey-quality data.

5.1. Correlation of Scatter in the LX-YX and YX-M500 Relations

OurMonte Carlo method assumes that the scatter in the LX-YX
and YX-M500 relations is uncorrelated. If they were positively or
negatively correlated, then the derived scatter on the LX-M500

relation would be under- or overestimated, respectively. Ideally,
one wouldmeasure the offset of clusters in LX from the LX-YX re-
lation (�LY ) and in YX from the YX-M500 relation (�YM ) and test for
correlations between those offsets. This is not possible for the
full sample, as independent mass estimates are not available, but
this can be investigated for the subset of clusters with masses
taken from the literature. The offsets for these clusters are plotted
in Figure 8. The data hint at a positive correlation, but the corre-

lation is not significant if the uncertainties on the data points are
included.

In order to investigate the case of positive correlation between
the scatter in the LX-YX and YX-M500 relations and thus place a
conservative upper limit on the LX-M500 scatter, we rederived the
LX-M500 relation assuming that �LY and �YM are perfectly cor-
related. In this process, cluster masses were estimated using the
YX-M500 relation as before, but were then scattered to give a �YM
that was proportional to the cluster’s known �LY . The constant of
proportionality used was the ratio of the scatter in the LX-YX and
YX-M500 relations. This is illustrated in Figure 8 along with an
example of uncorrelated scatter as assumed previously. With this
assumption of correlated scatter, the resulting scatter in theLX-M500

relation for LX measured from spectral fits in the (0:15 < r <
1)R500 aperture increased from �L ¼ 0:17� 0:02 to �L ¼ 0:23�
0:02. For comparison, the LX-M500 relation was also constructed
for the subset of 12 clusters with independent mass estimates from
the literature, using our measured luminosities in the (0:15 <
r < 1)R500 aperture. The scatter of these data about the LX-M500

relation derived for the full sample was found to be �L¼ 0:19�
0:11. The large uncertainties on the scatter due to the small num-
ber of clusters with independent mass measurements limit our
ability to pin down the extent of the correlation between �LY and
�YM and the precise value of the scatter in the LX-M500 relation.
This will be addressed in future work by deriving masses for a
larger subset of our sample. In the mean time, we continue with
the assumption of uncorrelated scatter, but the increase in �L for
correlated scatter indicates the size of any systematic effect due
to this assumption.

5.2. The Effect of Including Core Emission for High-z Clusters

A source of concern for the application of this method is that a
substantial fraction of the cluster emission is excluded by ex-
cluding the cluster core out to 0:15R500 [or 0:15E(z)

�2=3 Mpc].
To quantify this, we compared the flux measured from spectral
fits in the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture and the total flux within
R500 after correction for cool cores. The standard cool-core cor-
rection of multiplying the flux measured in the 70 kpc < r < R500

aperture by 1.06 was used (Markevitch 1998). The mean ratio of
the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 to total flux was 0.70, so typically 30%
of the flux is excluded. A second issue is that for telescopes with
a significant point-spread function (PSF) such as ROSAT and

Fig. 6.—YX-M500 relation using our measured YX values with masses taken
from the literature. The masses are scaled by the expected self-similar evo-
lution. The line shows the best fit to the V06 data; this line is not fit to the data
plotted here, but three of the data points are in common with the V06 sample.
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 7.—LX-M500 relation for the clusters with masses estimated from the
YX-M500 relation and bolometric luminosities measured from spectral fits in the
(0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture, and scaled by the predicted self-similar evolution.
[See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]
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XMM-Newton, the central exclusion region becomes smaller
than the PSF for distant clusters, making core exclusion difficult.

Recently (Vikhlinin et al. 2006a) used measurements of the
gas density profile slopes in the cores of galaxy clusters to show
that the fraction of clusters with cool cores is low at zk0:5. As
cool cores are the dominant source of scatter in these scaling re-
lations, it is therefore interesting to measure the scatter without
core exclusion for distant clusters to determine if it can be ne-
glected for high-z clusters. Luminosities were estimated from
count rates in the r < 1E(z)�2=3 Mpc aperture (i.e., including core
emission), and the sample was split at z ¼ 0:5 into low- and high-
redshift subsets. The LX-M500 relation was calculated for each
subset as described above, and the parameters are given in Table 1.
The best-fitting relations are consistent for the two subsets, but the
scatter for the low-redshift subset (�L ¼ 0:46� 0:05) is signifi-
cantly larger than that for the high-z clusters (�L ¼ 0:19� 0:05).
In fact, the scatter for the distant clusters with the cores included
is the same as that for the full sample with cores excluded. This
suggests that the core exclusion is generally not required for
clusters at z > 0:5. Note that while the measurement errors are
generally larger for the more distant clusters, these values for the
intrinsic scatter take those into account.

6. DISCUSSION

Table 1 shows that the scatter in the scaling relations is dom-
inated by the cluster core regions. The obvious candidate is the
enhanced LX due to cool cores. However, it should be noted that
the strongest effects of mergers on LX occur around core passage
of the merging bodies (e.g., Randall et al. 2002). By excluding
a large core region, we also effectively remove the strongest part
of the scatter due to mergers. The scatter from the core regions is
thus due to a combination of mergers and cooling. Once the core
regions are excised, the morphological status of the clusters has
little effect on the scatter unless only the most relaxed systems
(the CC clusters) are considered (x 3.1). The total intrinsic scatter
of �L ¼ 0:36 in the LX-YX relation can thus be resolved into dif-
ferent components. The total scatter reduces by�70% when the

central 0:15R500 is excluded. A further�20% of the scatter is re-
moved when only the most relaxed CC systems are considered;
this portion of the scatter is likely due to merger effects outside
the cores. The remaining �10% of the scatter is likely due to
residual substructure even in the most relaxed systems, to the
scatter in the YX-M500 relation, which has a weak effect on our
measured luminosities through R500, and to contributions from
unresolved point sources.
For comparison with the LX-YX relation, we also measured the

LX-kT relation for the sample, using luminosities and tempera-
tures measured in the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture. The best-fit
parameters are given in Table 1, but the main point to note is that
even with our most conservative core exclusion, �L in the LX-kT
relation is 3 times that in the corresponding LX-YX relation. The
fact that YX has been shown to be a low-scatter mass proxy im-
plies that the larger scatter in the LX-kT relation is due to scatter
in theM -kT relation. As our mass estimates are based on kT (via
YX ), we cannot investigate the scatter in the M -kT relation for
our sample. However, our results suggest that for samples such
as ours, which include relaxed and disturbed clusters, luminosity
(with a large core region excluded) has a tighter relation with
mass than temperature does, although YX has a tighter relation
withmass than do either LX or kT. Clusters with strong deviations
from the LX-kT relation will be studied in detail in a future paper.

6.1. The Shape of the Scatter in the LX-YX Relation

It is desirable to adopt a functional form for the intrinsic scatter
in the scaling relations in order to include its effects on, for ex-
ample, sample completeness and derived mass functions. With
115 clusters it is possible to investigate the form of the scatter in
the LX-YX relation. Figure 9 shows a histogram of the loge space
residuals from the LX-YX relation fit to all clusters, using spectral
LX measured in the (0:15 < r < 1)R500 aperture. This raw scat-
ter is well described by a Gaussian in log space with �L ¼ 0:19; a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test gives a null hypothesis probability of
0.99 that the data are consistent with that Gaussian. Here we have
implicitly assumed that the scatter does not vary with redshift.

Fig. 8.—Left: Fractional residuals in LX from the LX-YX relation (�LY ) and in YX from the YX-M500 relation (�YM ) for the subset of clusters with mass estimates taken
from the literature. Right: The same residuals for the full sample from one of theMonte Carlo runs for the assumptions of correlated and uncorrelated scatter in the LX-YX
and YX-M500 relations.
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The form of the intrinsic scatter is harder to recover. For each
cluster we have an observed luminosity (LX ) and a luminosity
predicted by the LX-YX relation for that clusters measured YX
(Lmodel). Each log space residual [ loge(LX/Lmodel)] is associated
with a measurement error on (LX/Lmodel), which we assume is
described by a Gaussian distribution in linear space. The raw
scatter can then be approximated as a convolution of the intrinsic
scatter distribution with a linear Gaussian representing the mean
measurement error on the residuals. This approximation was
used to test if the intrinsic scatter could be described by a log-
normal distribution. A simulated residual point was drawn from
under a Gaussian with � ¼ 0:11 in log space (our intrinsic scatter
model). This value of loge(LX/Lmodel) was transformed into lin-
ear space (LX/Lmodel) and then randomized under a Gaussian of
� ¼ 0:17 (the mean measurement error on LX/Lmodel). Note that
we verified that the measurement errors on LX/Lmodel were not
significantly correlated with LX/Lmodel. This was repeated for
10,000 simulated residuals to give a simulated raw scatter distri-
bution. The resulting distribution was compared to the observed
raw scatter distribution using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test, and
the cumulative probability distributions are plotted in Figure 10.
The distributions agree very well, with a null hypothesis proba-
bility of 0.91, indicating that the intrinsic scatter is well described
by a lognormal distribution.

6.2. The Effect of Eddington Bias

An important factor that we have not yet addressed is the issue
of Eddington bias. In a flux-limited sample, clusters of a range of
masses that have fluxes near the detection limit are scattered into
and out of the sample, due to the intrinsic scatter in cluster lumi-
nosities for a givenmass. Because the mass function is a decreas-
ing function of mass, more clusters will scatter into than out of
the sample. This results in a bias in both the number of clusters
and their mean luminosities (as clusters with above average lu-
minosities will be overrepresented). The magnitude of the bias
depends on the amount of scatter in the LX-M relation and on the
slope of the mass function around the flux limit (that is, the mass
limit corresponding to the flux limit when converted to a luminos-
ity at the redshift of interest) of the sample. As the mass function
steepens at higher masses, surveys with higher mass limits will suf-
fer a larger bias. The bias can affect the slope, normalization, evo-
lution, and scatter of the scaling relationsmeasuredwith the sample.

The heterogeneous nature of our sample, with clusters drawn
from a variety of different samples, makes it difficult to quantify
the effects of the Eddington bias on the scaling relations. To il-
lustrate this, consider three surveys (all based on ROSAT data)
that are represented (incompletely) in our sample are the Bright-
est Cluster Survey (BCS; Ebeling et al. 1998) covering zP 0:3,
theMassive Cluster Survey (MACS; Ebeling et al. 2001) at 0:3P
zP0:6, and the 400 Square Degree survey (400SD; Burenin
et al. 2007) at 0:3P zP1. The flux limits of these surveys cor-
respond to masses (within R500) of approximately 5 ; 1014 M�
(BCS at z ¼ 0:2), 7 ; 1014 M� (MACS at z ¼ 0:45), and 3 ;
1014 M� (400SD at z ¼ 0:7). The bias thus varies across our
sample and is lowest for the deeper surveys. As a simple test of
the effect of the bias on the measured evolution, the evolution
was fit to the z > 0:6 clusters alone. These clusters are generally
drawn from deep surveys for which the bias is lower. The best-
fitting evolution was aLY ¼ 2:0� 0:1, lower than the value mea-
sured using thewhole sample (aLY ¼ 2:2� 0:1), and approaching
the self-similar value of 1.8. This indicates that stronger than
self-similar evolution measured for the whole sample (x 3.2) is
due in part to the effects of bias. However, it should be noted that
the evolution is measured with respect to a local relation, which
is itself affected by Eddington bias at some level. The low scatter
in the LX-YX relationmeans that the effects of bias should be fairly
small, but these will be quantified using statistically complete
samples at high and low redshifts in a future study.

6.3. Comparison with other Measurements
of Scatter in the LX-M Relation

The scatter we find in the LX-M500 relation (�L ¼ 0:17� 0:39)
is significantly lower than that measured by RB02, who found a
total (statistical and intrinsic) scatter of 0.74 in a sample of 106
nearby clusters (we refit their data to measure the intrinsic scatter
alone and found �L ¼ 0:63). Several important differences exist
between that work and our study. RB02 used luminosities in-
cluding the entire core region, derived masses from cluster tem-
peratures assuming isothermality, and finally, derived the masses
used for the scatter measurement within R200, rather than our
R500. Indeed, for our sample, we find �L ¼ 0:39 when all of the
core emission is included in our LX measurements (see Table 1),
suggesting that the remaining difference from the RB02 is due to
the scatter in the M -kT relation used to derive their masses.

Other recent work has also shown that the scatter in the LX-M
relation is lower than previously thought. Reiprich (2006) and

Fig. 9.—Histogram of the residuals from the LX-YX relation in loge space.
This raw scatter is well described by a Gaussian of �L ¼ 0:19 (dashed line). The
solid line is a Gaussian with �L ¼ 0:11 corresponding to the measured intrinsic
scatter. [See the electronic edition of the Journal for a color version of this figure.]

Fig. 10.—Cumulative probability distributions for the observed (solid line)
and simulated (dashed line) raw scatter. [See the electronic edition of the Journal
for a color version of this figure.]
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Stanek et al. (2006) compared theoretical mass functions with
theX-ray luminosity functionmeasured from theRB02 data to de-
termine the scatter in the LX-M relation. The measured scatter
depends strongly on the assumed cosmology, through the depen-
dence of the mass function on �8 and �m. Using the best-fitting
cosmological values from the WMAP year 3 results (�8 ¼ 0:74,
�m ¼ 0:238; Spergel et al. 2007), Reiprich (2006) concluded
that the scatter is small (but nonzero). Stanek et al. (2006) showed
that assuming the WMAP year 1 cosmology (�8 ¼ 0:9, �m ¼
0:29; Spergel et al. 2003) results in a large scatter in the LX-M re-
lation and suggested a compromise model with �8 ¼ 0:85 and
�m ¼ 0:24 that gives a scatter of 0.21 in M200 for a given LX.
The measurement from our sample that is most directly com-
parable to this value is the scatter in M500 for LX measured with
the cluster cores included, �M ¼ 0:21. This is in agreement
with the Stanek et al. (2006) ‘‘compromise cosmology’’ value
and is within the 90% upper limit on the scatter set by Reiprich
(2006) using the WMAP year 3 cosmology (estimated by con-
verting their upper limit on the bias factor to a scatter). Note
that we do not suggest that the scatter measured with our data
can be used to distinguish between different cosmological
models.

7. CONCLUSIONS

We have used a sample of 115 clusters of M500k 1014 M�
spanning the redshift range 0:1 < z < 1:3 to study the LX-YX re-
lation, and by proxy the LX-M500 relation. We verified the low
scatter in the YX-M500 relation and its self-similar evolution to
z ¼ 0:6 for clusters in our sample using mass estimates from the
literature. Our main conclusions are as follows.

1. A strong correlation exists between LX and YX.
2. The scatter in the LX-YX (and hence LX-M500) relation is

dominated by cluster cores, with a secondary contribution from
the less relaxed systems at larger radii.

3. Once a sufficiently large core region is excluded [0:15R500

or 0:15E(z)�2=3 Mpc] the scatter in the LX-YX relation, and by
proxy LX-M500 relation are low (11% and 17%, respectively).

4. The scatter remains reasonably small for survey-quality
data, where LX is estimated from soft-band count rates, increas-
ing to 19% (LX-YX) and 21% (LX-M500).
5. The slope and normalization of the LX-YX (and by proxy

LX-M500) relation are insensitive to the merger status of the clus-
ters, although the scatter can be further reduced by considering
only the most relaxed clusters.
6. The shape of the intrinsic scatter distribution about the

LX-YX relation is well described by a lognormal function.
7. The evolution of the LX-YX relation appears consistent

with the self-similar prediction, although our lack of knowledge
of the details of the scatter and Eddington bias limit the strength
of this conclusion.
8. The inferred scatter in LX-M500 is much smaller than that

found by previous studies because of (1) our improved mass es-
timates using YX, and (2) our conservative exclusion of core emis-
sion. This is consistent with recent results by Reiprich (2006) and
Stanek et al. (2006).
9. For high-redshift (z > 0:5) clusters there is no need to ex-

clude the core emission. The scatter for high-z clusters with cores
included is the same as that measured for the entire sample with
cores excluded. This is likely due to the absence of cool core
clusters at high redshifts (Vikhlinin et al. 2006a).

These results suggest that a simple luminosity measurement
can provide an effective mass proxy for clusters with low-quality
data (i.e., insufficient to measure YX directly) out to high redshifts.
This has important applications for testing cosmological models
with current and future X-ray cluster surveys.
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